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"So, you like-a the juice, eh?"

TOSSUPS

1. Like Monty Burns, he was once pronounced dead, before being taken to a hospital that upgraded his condition to alive. Like O. J. Simpson, he went to USC, where like the author of this question he didn't date much. First gaining fame as a student for his films “Let’s Look at Life” and “THX 1138,” for ten points name this filmmaker who went on to make “American Grafiti,” and, of course, the “Star Wars” saga
Answer: George Walton Lucas

2. It is located at the convergence of three southern states. Legend has it that they once fought a war over it; Georgia lost the war and gained control of it. The county and its county seat, the only town of any size it seems to have, share the same name. Notable sights include a poorly-guarded border with Chickasaw County, a vacant grist mill, a bar called the Boars’ Nest, and Cooter’s garage. For ten points, name this county, home to Commissioner J. D. Hogg, Sheriff Roscoe P. Coletrane and the Duke family.
Answer: Hazzard County

3. His 19 goals and 41 points lead his team. He has been in the news publically excoriating the NHL for its refusal to allow an adequate Olympic break after his team was upset by Germany. For ten points, name this 27-year old, a star player for his native Slovakia, who after two plus seasons with Edmonton has found a home in Buffalo but has never played for the New Jersey Devils despite his name. 
Answer: Miroslav Satan [pron. Sha-THAN; accept SAY-tan but ridicule the player.]

4. He became ruler of Caladan after the death of his father in the bullring. His first concubine killed his son Victor and herself. His second concubine bore him two children, including the posthumous Alia. Betrayed by Doctor Yueh on Arrakis, he died after biting on a fake poison tooth. FTP, identify this Atreides duke, the father of Paul, played by Jurgen Prochnow and William Hurt in the film adaptations of Dune.
Answer: Duke Leto Atreides

5. His toy, released by Moore Action Collectibles, comes with Old Fortran Malt Liquor and a can of Moms Old Fashioned Robot Oil. His optic units can spot a sucker, and precisely calculate the size of his wallet, up to half a mile away while his motorized mixing digits are perfect for whipping up smoothies and daiquiris, or unclogging bathroom pipes. Of course his limbs are strong enough to bend the toughest steel, hence his name. FTP name this, folk-singing, beer-guzzling robot buddy of Fry in the show Futurama.
Answer: Bender

6. Released in 1996 by Channel Four Films, this Danny Boyle film was based on the novel by Irvine Welsh, and made stars of Robert Carlyle, Jonny Lee Miller, and its leading character. Ewen Bremner, who plays Spud, has also appeared in Snatch and Black Hawk Down. For ten points name this film about Scottish drug addicts starring Ewan McGregor.
Answer: Trainspotting

7. This Oklahoma native had a brief USFL career and only turned to music after losing his job in the oil industry. After some critical acclaim for “Blue Moon,” his 1999 effort “How Do You Like Me Now” garnered him ACM’s Album of the Year. Earlier hits included “He Ain’t Worth Missin’,” “A Little Less Talk And A Lot Less Action,” and “Should’ve Been A Cowboy.” For ten point, name this new traditionalist country artist, who in 2001, he released “Pull My Chain,” which included the country song everyone’s abuzz about, “I Wanna Talk About Me.” 
Answer: Toby Keith

8. Hop to the right with your elbows raised; hop to the left and jerk your right elbow down; hop to the right and extend your right elbow away from your body; hop to the left and jerk your left elbow down; hop to the right and extend your left elbow away from your body. Now, FTP, you can flap your arms and hop back and forth and you will be doing what dance popularized by Jamal Anderson and the Atlanta Falcons.'
Answer: The Dirty Bird

9. Created in 1930 by James Dewar, when first introduced they cost a nickel for two. Americans eat more than five hundred million each year and the Hostess factories can produce up to 1,000 over minute. They are still sold in twos, although a larger box of singly wrapped ones is available. With a name inspired by a shoe company, for ten points, name this cream filled snack cake with a food cowboy for a mascot.
Answer: Twinkies

10. This writer has done work on Judge Dredd and more recently on the reintroduced Punisher mini-series. Mini-series he has created for DC/Vertigo include the Unknown Soldier and Just a Pilgrim. His magnum opus to date, though, was created with his usual partner, artist Steve Dillon. For ten points, name this creator of the Vertigo series Preacher.
Answer: Garth Ennis

11. “I just ran away from home…,” “I just crashed my car again…,” “I just robbed a grocery store…,” “I just flipped off President George…,” “I just tossed a fifth of gin…,” “I just got cuffed again…,” “I just saw a good man die…,” and, “Headed west into the night…,” are all followed by, for ten points, this phrase, about traveling to the title destination in a song by Dada.
Answer: I’m going to Diz-Knee-Land or Disneyland

12. His 1960 essay in the New Yorker “Baseballs Best Year: A Season of Faith’s Perfection” is one of his few publications, though not as famous as his Pulitzer winning novel Avalon Landing. Shortly after losing his brother, and parents in a 5 month period, he became a recluse in his Bronx neighborhood where he is known as the ‘Window’. Be prepared for his next novel Sunset, with foreward by Jamal Wallace. FTP name this fictional writer and title character of a 2000 Gus Van Sant movie.
Answer: William Forester

13. Hoping it will all work out. Trying to get it right. Wanting you to come through. Wondering, will you come out tonight. Looking to see if it was you. Watching to see what you will do. This is a partial list of things that everyone or everybody is doing in this song, in addition to the titular activity. DJs in 1981 really took to this opening cut from the “Get Lucky” album, the song being especially easy to find on the dial on Friday afternoons. For ten points, you want a piece of my heart, you better start from the start, and name this Loverboy hit. 
Answer: Working For The Weekend 

14. The theme for the show was composed by Edd Kalehoff. The present models 
are Claudia Jordan, Heather Kozar, and Nikki Ziering, wife of 90210's Ian Ziering. Now in its thirtieth season, this is the longest running game show in television history, and the highest rated daytime game show. Its host has won eleven daytime Emmy awards. For ten points, name this show, whose games include Plinko, hosted by Bob Barker.
Answer: The Price is Right

15. On this show, Blake refused to let Lonnie work on that aortal trauma from the Chicago train crash, because he was no David Ravell, and of course that angered his controlling mother. Jasmine’s not a lesbian, “she’s just trying to find herself”, and I guess Chloe’s mad that David still rejects her, even after his wife Leslie was decapitated two years ago. With all this going on, I wouldn’t want to be admitted to Loma Vista Hospital. FTP, name this soap opera, the main star being George McCord, played by Greg Kinnear in the movie Nurse Betty.
Answer: A Reason to Love (prompt on Nurse Betty before read)

16. In 1997, he designed his first course, Dale Hill in East Sussex, England. Fourth all time on the European Tour money list, he has one major victory, becoming the fourth straight European to wear the green jacket from Augusta National in 1991. Though born in England, this 44-year old teamed with David Llewellyn to win the World Cup for Wales in 1987. But what he really wanted was a British Open Title, and, leading after three rounds last year…well, the rest is history. Or math. For ten points, name this golfer best known for having too many clubs in his bag. 
Answer: Ian Woosnam

17. A 17-year old girl is found murdered in a rural town. Detective Jonas Engstrom, a veteran homicide detective played by Stellan Skarsgard, is sent from Oslo to investigate. The brightness of the Arctic sun causes the detective to suffer the title condition, which in turn causes him to lose control of the case. FTP, identify this 1997 Norwegian film whose upcoming remake is Christopher Nolan’s latest directorial effort.
Answer: Insomnia

18. Six years after the battle of Endor, the New Republic reigns over three-fourths of the galaxy, but the Empire is rising again. In this series Boba Fett returns, explaining to Han Solo that, "The Sarlaac found me somewhat indigestible." The Emperor, reborn into a cloned body wishes to take control of Leia's unborn child, destined to become a great Jedi. For ten points, name this Dark Horse series by Tom Veitch and Cam Kennedy, in which Luke tries to infiltrate the Dark Side and becomes the Emporer's right hand man.
Answer: Dark Empire

19. Dubbed the KJ, it was unveiled on January 9, 2001, and is the first of its company’s model to be manufactured with an independent front suspension. Based on the Dakar concept vehicle, it will replace the Cherokee in the 2002 Jeep product line. For ten points name this “Next great Jeep idea.”
Answer: Liberty

20. He finally got laid on November 30, 2001. His therapist convinced him to attend a small town film festival where he was to be honored as a way to recover from his father’s sudden death. His return to ex-girlfriend Jen Lindley appeased fans, confused over his on-again-off-again relationship with Joey Potter. FTP, name this title character of the WB show set in Capeside.
Answer: Dawson Leary (accept either)

21. Their official endorsement for president was George (H. W.) Bush in 1988, because “2 out of 3 isn’t bad.” They ended their program with “Remember, there is no God, but if there were He would probably be a gun-loving homosexual.” For ten points name this Saturday Night Live sketch that starred Phil Hartman and John Laroquette.
Answer: Gay Communist Gun Club

22. Since 1996, the Alleghany Valley School has received all royalties from the sale of these items. It made its first appearance on January 7, 1979 and was not well received until Lynn Swann emerged carrying one. Over 5 million have been sold, and in 1996 the creator Myron Cope sold its rights to the Pittsburgh Steelers. FTP, name this black and gold cloth waved by Steelers fans at games.
Answer: The Terrible Towel

23. The website for his 2000 presidential campaign outlines his policies such as limiting Americans to 25 bullets per year, because “guns don’t kill people, bullets do.” He also favored an increase on immigration from the Philippines, Russia, and other stripper producing countries. He also proposed cutting all taxes all together and just using the military to go into Canada and take their lunch money each day. It is a good thing that this man lost because that would mean that he would have to vacate his current post. For ten points name this mayor of Springfield
Answer: “Diamond” Joe Quimby
24. According to Maxim, this January 2002 movie makes 7th Heaven look like “a steaming cauldron of lust”. Jessica Simpson may have been a better fit for the lead, as she actually is a preacher’s daughter, but we can be thankful that the role went to a less talented teen singer. FTP, name this movie, where Shane West plays a big man on campus who falls in love with the geeky Mandy Moore.
Answer: A Walk to Remember
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1. Sometimes followup albums to commerical breakthroughs do even better than the original, like R.E.M. up following “Document” with “Green.” But more often they are the beginning of the end. Given a followup to a commerical breakthrough from a half-forgotten early 90s rock act, name the band, 5-10-20-30. 
 a. Fairweather Johnson		Answer: Hootie & The Blowfish
 b. Turn It Upside Down		Answer: Spin Doctors
 c. Let Your Dim Light Shine		Answer: Soul Asylum
 d. Dust				Answer: Screaming Trees

2. FTPE, answer the following questions about franchise restaurants started in Gainesville, FL. With restaurants in 14 states, mostly in the South (though Pennsylvania has some) this wing delivery chain has certainly grown out of the University of Florida frat house where it started.
Answer: WingZone
This barbeque chain began in Gainesville in 1968, and can now be found in Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Tennessee, Kentucky and the Carolinas, and is the most popular Barbecue chain in the USA.
Answer: Sonny’s Real Pit B-B-Q
Okay, so it didn’t start in Gainesville, or even get there until a few years ago, but Clearwater is close enough, right? This chain is famous for its great wings, and they also have waitresses in tank-tops and bright orange shorts.
Hooters

3. The author of this question recently waited in line for 17 hours to see the University of Florida men’s basketball team play the Kentucky Wildcats. Unfortunately, this bonus is the best thing to come from the whole experience. Answer the following questions about the game FTSNOP.
(5) This former Gator great won the NBA’s Rookie of the Year in 2001 and made a brief appearance at the game.
Answer: Mike Miller
(10) This actress, a Kentucky grad and star of movies such as A Time to Kill and Eye of the Beholder was spotted behind the Kentucky bench.
Answer: Ashley Judd
(15) In keeping with his oath to disassociate himself with all things Kentucky, Michael Napier swore he would burn his copy of this Star Trek: The Next Generation episode where Ashley Judd makes out with Wil Weaton, proving the world is fundamentally unjust.
Answer: The Game

4. Given a movie and a historical character from it, give the actor or actress portraying the role 5pts each with a 5pt bonus for all correct.
Elizabeth I in Shakespeare In Love
Answer: Judi Dench
Catherine The Great in The Scarlet Empress
Answer: Marlene Dietrich
Queen Christina of Sweden in Queen Christina
Answer: Greta Garbo
George III in The Madness of King George
Answer: Nigel Hawthorne
Marguerite de Valois in Queen Margot
Answer: Isabelle Adjani

5. Answer these questions about Gainesville’s own Tom Petty, FTP each. 
a. Petty’s first solo, non-Heartbreakers album came in 1989 and was an instant smash, with “Free Fallin’” and “Running Down A Dream.” 
Answer: Full Moon Fever
b. For his second solo effort, “Wildflowers,’ Petty turned to this producer, who had previously been known for working with the likes of Slayer and the Beastie Boys. 
Answer: Rick Rubin
c. In 1996, Petty recorded an album’s worth of songs for this poorly-received Edward Burns film. The soundtrack was similarly panned. 
Answer: “She’s The One”

6. Grrrr-Arrrggghhh. Identify these foes of Buffy the Vampire Slayer for 5pts each and a bonus 5 for all correct
This trio removed the voices from the inhabitants of Sunnydale in “Hush”
Answer: Gentlemen
This demon planned to marry Dawn and take her to Hell in “Once More, With Feeling”
Answer: Sweet
She only wanted one minor thing - her key. Unfortunately, the key was in the form of Buffy’s new sister. Giles killed her in the 5th season finale.
Answer: Glorificus (grudgingly accept Glory, prompt on Ben)
Created by Maggie Walsh, this cyborg was the major villian of the weak 4th season.
Answer: Adam
Buffy had a one night stand with this frat boy, who promptly dumped her. She kicked his ass later.
Answer: Parker Abrams (accept either)

7. It’s hard to remember the names of women Olympic athletes sometimes, especially when they aren’t Americans. So we’ll make it easier on you by asking you, FFPE, to name the countries of the gold medal winning teams in each of the following events at the 2000 Summer Olympics. By the way, none of them are the U.S.of A. 
a. Soccer			Answer: Norway
b. Field Hockey		Answer: Australia
c. Water Polo			Answer: Australia
d. 4x100 meter relay		Answer: Bahamas (the U.S. did win the 4x400m relay)
e. Indoor Volleyball		Answer: Cuba
f. Gymanstics			Answer: Romania

8. Identify the city 40-30-20-10-1
40- This city does not share its name with a Canadian province
30- The ice cream cone was invented in this city.
20- The Elysian Fields saw the first organized baseball game ever played and the first girl ever to play Little League was born here.
10- This city is best know as the birthplace of Frank Sinatra and as the setting of On the Waterfront
1-Since 1997, parents in this town can send their children to the Hoboken Charter School.
Answer: Hoboken, New Jersey

9. For ten points each, name the Marvel superhero team from members.
People with the card include Hank McCoy, Peter Parker, Tony Stark, and Steve Rogers.
Answer: Avengers
Johnny Storm, Sue Richards, Reed Richards, Ben Grimm
Answer: Fantastic Four
Bruce Banner, Peter Parker, Dan Ketch, Logan
Answer: New Fantastic Four

10. 40-30-20-10 Identify the film from clues
40pts It is currently out on DVD
30pts A recent episode of the Gilmore Girls referenced the director’s commentary track on the DVD
20pts The director of Virgin Suicides plays Mary, killed in the finale in Palermo.
10pts The Gilmore Girls reference dealt with listening to the commentary for an explanation of the casting of Sophia Coppola.
1pts It’s the sequel to Godfather Part II	
Answer: The Godfather Part III

11. Name the cable show from a description for five points each, and an additional five points for the network it's on:
This guy cooks some food while a bunch of people watch. For some strange reason he shouts a lot, and wants to kick it up a notch.
Answer: Emeril Live, Food Network
This Dave Atell guy wanders around big cities late at night, talking to whoever he comes across. Both he and the people he talks to are usually drunk.
Answer: Insomniac, Comedy Central
Two teams friends or neighbors switch houses and, with the help of a designer and carpenter, as well as some annoyance from the new host, they redesign one of the other team's rooms.
Answer: Trading Spaces, The Learning Channel accept: TLC

12. It’s hot stove time. Answer these questions about offseason baseball happenings FTPE. 
a. This team’s clubouse should provide plenty of distractions this year; not satisfied with acquiring Carl Everett, this team went out and got John Rocker too. 
Answer: Texas Rangers
b. The Yankees sent this slugger across the Whitestone Bridge to the Mets, and before he ever wore a Mets uniform, was sent clear to the other end of I-80 in Oakland. 
Answer: David Justice
c. This player, now a Pittsburgh Pirate, doubled Justice’s feat this offseason, having been the property of both the Rockies and Red Sox without ever talking the field for either team. 
Answer: Pokey Reese

13. Are all Freddie Prinze Jr. movies the same? If so, you’re going to have trouble identifying these movies from clues FTPE.
Ryan Walker and Jennifer Burrows get seated next to each other on a plane as kids; an interminable 94 minutes later, they finally get together as college students.
Answer: Boys and Girls
Zach Siler turns the geeky Laney Boggs into hottie Rachel Leigh Cook on a bet. Complications ensue, and an interminable 95 minutes later they finally get together.
Answer: She’s All That
Freddie and Julia Stiles take turns whining into the camera about their relationship, fortunately its only 91 interminable minutes later that they end up together.
Answer: Down To You

14. Given two minor hits by a master funk outfit of the 70s, name this artist for ten. If you need two of their biggest hits, you’ll get five. 
a. 	10: “Fopp” and “Skin Tight”
5: “Love Rollercoaster” and “Fire”
 Answer: Ohio Players
“b. 	10: “Kickin’ Back” and “Where Did We Go Wrong?”
 5: “(Every Time I Turn Around) Back In Love Again” and “Love Ballad” 
 Answer: Love Togetherness Devotion (LTD)
c. 	10: “Serpentine Fire” and “Can’t Hide Love”
 5: “Shining Star” and “Fantasy”
Answer: Earth, Wind, and Fire

15. For ten points each name the NES game from a description of play.
This appearance of everyone's favorite plumber is by far the weirdest, and plays very differently. You have to hit enemies with something to kill them. If you jump on top you just ride along. It only allows one player but you can be toad or the Princess, as well as the brothers.
Answer: Super Mario Brothers 2
You control a guy in a grass skirt and white baseball hat, running through the level throwing hammer at snails and snakes and collecting fruit for sustenance.
Answer: Hudson's Adventure Island
You race up the road collecting gas and leaping obstacles. Destroy your enemies by jumping on top of them or running them off the road.
Answer: Bump 'n' Jump

16. Space, the final frontier...for horror movie franchises. FTP each, given the franchise, name the film in the series set in space. Full titles required.
Hellraiser			Hellraiser: Bloodline
Critters				Critters 4
Friday The 13th		Jason X
	
17. For this question writer's money, the 1978 Steelers were the best football team ever. Identify the member of that Steelers teams from their number and position 5pts each with a bonus 5 for all correct 
#12 QB			Answer: Terry Bradshaw
#32 RB 			Answer: Franco Harris
#58 LB				Answer: Jack Lambert
#75 DT			Answer: "Mean" Joe Greene
#52 Center			Answer: Mike Webster

18. In the history of film, there has only been one good romantic comedy. FTSNOP answer the following questions about When Harry Met Sally
5 each, Harry and Sally's last names
Answer: Harry Burns, and Sally Albright
10, or 5 if within 2, what year did they meet?
Answer: 1977 (1975-1979)
10, They met moving to New York after college graduation, from what college did they graduate?
Answer: University of Chicago

19. How well do you know your Southern TV show geography? Given the television show set in a small southern town, or a not-so-small southern town, name the state the town was in, five points each. 
 a. Matlock					Answer: Georgia
 b. In The Heat of the Night 			Answer: Mississippi
 c. Evening Shade				Answer: Arkansas
 d. Longstreet					Answer: Louisiana
 e. Designing Women				Answer: Georgia
 f. Maximum Bob				Answer: Florida

20. Answer these questions about Limp Bizkit for ten points each. 
 a. The band is currently holding a contest to find a new lead guitarist to replace this recently departed one. 
Answer: Wes Borland
b. Borland will continue work with his side project, though one critic likened its debut release, “Duke Lion Fights The Terror!” to “a twelve-year old’s homemade Ween tribute album.”
Answer: Big Dumb Face
c. To fill space in between studio releases, the band recently put out this remix CD, featuring remixed versions of some of their previous hits, by such figures as Timbaland and DJ Premier. 
Answer: New Old Songs

21. Given a book which became a more famous film, name the book’s author FTP each. 
 Butterfield 8			Answer: John O’Hara
 Jaws				Answer: Peter Benchley
 Ironweed			Answer: William Kennedy 

22. We all enjoyed the Springfield Film Festival, for ten points each, given the character name the film they made for the festival.
Mr. Burns		Answer: A Burns for All Seasons
Moe			Answer: Moe Better Booze
Barney			Answer: Puke-ahontas

23. 30-20-10 Director From Films
30pts 1977’s Last Hustle In Brooklyn 
20pts Get On The Bus, Girl 6
10pts She’s Gotta Have It, Bamboozled
5pts Malcolm X, Do The Right Thing
Answer: Spike Lee

24. Given the animagus from the Harry Potter books, give the nickname of each as an animal.
James Potter		Answer: Prongs
Sirius Black		Answer: Snuffles
Peter Pettigrew		Answer: Padfoot or Scabbers (do not accept Wormtail)

